Book Fairs–Paris & Beyond
Catarina Figueiredo Cardoso

Small Publishers Fair, London
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lthough it’s no longer the center of the art world, Paris is a
city for book lovers. There is a huge variety and quantity of
bookshops, both generic and specialized like the mythic “Un Regard
Moderne” (see following Portraits of Artists/Publishers). The classic
ones keep their high status: “La Hune” in Saint-Germain-des-Prés is
as good as it ever has been, with a remarkable first floor dedicated to
the Arts, two-thirds of which are occupied by books on typography,
graphic novels, and small press publications.
The French love for books is testified by the marvelous editions
exhibited at the fairs of Page(s)’s Association and at the “Salon International du Livre Ancien” (which actually has books from all ages)
that takes place at Grand Palais, perhaps the worst site in Paris for
such an event. It is a glory of the iron and glass architecture from the
end of the 19th century, a gigantic greenhouse without air conditioning, cold in winter and hot in summer. During the day light is so
bright you have to wear sunglasses. Between March and November
fans are distributed to visitors with the other promotional material.
Apparently the problems with heat and light oppress the heart of
book lovers but caress the limbs of the board members of the “Syndicat National de la Librairie Ancienne et Moderne,” the organizer that
every year praises the prestigious location of the show.
Events related to books come about the year round, but between the rentrée (the Parisians return from summer holidays in
September) and Christmas the rhythm is really frantic.
In France there is a very high quality of art education concerning graphic arts which naturally is translated and applied to the
production of books. Art schools are spread throughout the country,
and some are famous—Strasbourg, Nantes, Nîmes, and Rennes.
The spectrum of publications is seemingly endless: from Le
Dernier Cri, a French publisher specializing in rather disturbing serigraphs and comics with a very low print run, technically perfect but
unfit for sensitive souls (I refuse to buy most of its titles); passing by
Philippe Huger aka UG (see following Portraits of Artists/Publishers/
Booksellers), until the delicate and poetic works of Venus d’Ailleurs
(see following Portraits of Artists/Publishers), Léa Fermant, Frédérique Le Lous Delpech, Diane de Bournazel, Marie-Noël Döby, and
Jean-Charles Trebbi.
Then there’s a field I hardly know—the fanzines whose trace
is found at “Un Regard Moderne” and tracked on the internet. This
world is connected to underground groups and more or less punk
music that I don’t follow.
Besides the books there are the magazines on arts of the book:
“Arts et Métiers du Livre” (classical, on bibliophily and that other
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French specialty, bookbinding), Hors-Cadre[s] (on illustration), Roven
(on drawing, a field very fashionable these days). These two magazines are works of art in themselves, publishing original works and
revealing new authors.
Unlike other artistic areas, there are few foreigners in the
French book art scene, it’s very Franco-French, as they themselves
say. There are some non-French participants at Page(s) fairs who live
in France, and at Angoulême. I was told this is an innovation; for me
everything was new and I just loved it, although I’m not interested in
comics. I saw a handful of English lads (Alternative Press and Banal
Pig Comics), an Italian (Passenger Press) and Stripburger/Forum
Ljubljana as well as several francophone Belgians and Swiss.
Two details: usually books are not expensive if you think of the
time and skill they demand, a strong contrast with the very high cost
of living in Paris. And it’s normal to have signing sessions that include drawings by the authors, thus the books become truly unique.
My signed book by Dav Guedin and Craoman meant an hour and a
half in line, soaked to the bone and after a full workweek - in Paris
nothing is easy. Even so for the visiting book lover the effort can be
well rewarded.

2010 Book Fairs
Books kept my 2010 rentrée very busy. I attended four big fairs
of artists’ books—two of them in London. I went to a get-together
and exhibition in Brussels by the group Venus d’Ailleurs. I traveled
to Toulouse for the exhibition of Philippe UG and later to the Salon
du Livre Animé. The Salon is a small pop-up books fair organized by
Jacques Desse and Thibaut Brunessaux where many of my favorite
book artists were present, like Philippe UG, Jean-Jacques Trebbi, and
Gaëlle Pelachaud whom I also met in London. I went to Offprint, a
fair of photo artists’ books organized along Paris Photo, the world’s
leading event dedicated to still image in all its forms, the 20th Salon
de la Revue (Magazines Fair), and to Salon Light, the most interesting event related to FIAC (Foire Internationale d’Art Contemporain).
I’ll write only about the major events—the London Art Book
Fair, the Small Publishers Fair (also in London) the Salon Pages and
ArtistBook International (both in Paris). Each of these fairs has its
unique character, and they show how varied and multiple the artist
book realm can be. Each one offered me valuable surprises even
though some exhibitors are present at the same fairs.
The London Art Book Fair (24-26 September, Whitechapel Gallery, London) was a mixture of art books and artists’ books. There I

Dmitry Sayenko
found all the big publishing houses on art (Phaidon, Thames and
Hudson, Rizzoli, Steidl), some fine press publishers (Enitharmon, Iris
Editions), some famous galleries (White Cube, Gagosian, Haunch of
Vernison) and museums (Tate Publishing, Saatchi Gallery) editions.
And lots and lots of book artists! I remember many works—the funny
and inventive books and boxes by Antic-Ham and Francis van Maele
from Redfox Press, the wonderful hand-cut and pop-up books by
Chisato Tamabayashi and Kaho Kojima, the linocuts by Lubok Verlag, the colorful and unique pop-ups by Paul Johnson.
The Russians were my biggest surprise: Dmitry Sayenko and
his Nikodim Publisher, Tamara Ivanova and Michail Molochnikov.
Sayenko´s books are traditional and perfect—they display printed
texts composed with metal type and colored woodcuts with a very
distinctive Russian flavor. The texts are funny or poetic, some are
classics of literature (Omar Khayyam’s Rubayat, scenes from the Bible, Pushkin). Other books were written and illustrated by Sayenko,
actually entirely his work, from the paper to the binding. The variety
of Tamara Ivanova’s work is striking—from apparently traditional
popular prints, digitally printed books, and entirely calligraphied
and hand painted books, with pictures becoming the words such as

international art publishing, although many of these
foreigners live in England.
The fair is hosted by the Whitechapel Gallery in association with Marcus Campbell
Art Books, a dealer specializing in out of print, secondhand and rare books on 20th
century and contemporary
Francis van Maele & Antic-Ham Redfox Press
art, with a selected line of
new titles. Marcus Campbell
belongs to the advisory board, along with the artist Tacita Dean, the
publisher and bookseller Franz König, Farshid Mousavi, Co-Founder
of Foreign Office Architects; and Soraya Rodriguez, Director of the
Zoo Art Fair. Their aim was to ensure that the fair included representatives of the most vibrant, stimulating, and diverse art book production. Although they achieved a good result, it lacked an element of
the art book production, precisely the more traditional fine press.
Birgit Skiöld (1923-1982), an important pioneer of 20th century
printmaking, successfully ran the first open print studio in London,
developed her own career in printmaking and curated exhibitions in
the UK and abroad. She played a significant role in several important
organizations, including the Senefelder Group of Artists Lithographers, the Printmaker’s Council (1965) and the British International
Print Biennale, Bradford, (1968), which she helped found. During the
fair the Birgit Skiöld Memorial Trust Awards were given. The selection panel awards purchase prizes for artists’ books up to the price of
£500. The panel includes Richard Price, Head, Modern British Collections, The British Library; Elizabeth James, Documentation Manager,
The National Art Library at the V&A; Gill Saunders, Curator of Prints
at the V&A; and Trust representatives Marc Balakjian and Victoria
Bartlett. The winning books are then donated by the Trust to the
National Art Library at the V&A. I ordered one of the winning books,
Steam, Salt, Milk—a Nordic creation myth by the Danish artist MetteSofie D. Ambeck. Using inkjet-printed text and laser-cut illustrations
and pop-ups, the book tells the story of how the world was created
according to Norse mythology. I also liked another winning book,
Katherine Jones’s High Light Bell, which opens into a lantern-like
Japanese tissue house shape—both this tissue and the lining of the
book are printed with a loose etched drawing of trees and branches.
And Dmitry Sayenko was a laureate in 2009.
The Small Publishers Fair (12–13 November, Conway Hall, Red
Lion Square, London) is a fair of small publishers, some of whom
are also book dealers such as Boekie Woekie of Amsterdam and
Sara Ranchouse Publishing from Chicago). Most of these publishers
are producing artists’ books. The fair, an international event held
annually in London, is organized by the Research Group for Artists
Publications. RGAP was formed by Martin Rogers in 1994, and was
previously sited at the School of Art and Design, University of Derby.
In 2002, RGAP moved out from the University to become an independent, artist-led organization, and has continued to publish artists’

Hans Arp’s A Man, Tamara Ivanova
in Hans Arp’s A Man and a collage of real dried flowers to enhance
the unreality of the drawings in Omar Khayyam’s The Perished Garden. Michail Molochnikov is an architect and this is translated in his
books which are rigorous, geometrical, lean hand-cut accordion fold
books with minute and perfect organic drawings that appear and
disappear by the play of the hollow pages. His books standing on the
floor were the favorite of many photographers.
I was entranced by Carolyn Trant’s And Other Fairy Tales
carousel-book, and by the funny flip-books and conceptual work
by Otto Dettmer. Batool Showghi’s intricate and mysterious works
mix contemporary digital printing techniques with sewn pages and
pockets.
The London Art Book Fair is the most international of these 4
fairs—with artists from South Korea, Japan, Russia, Denmark, Italy,
Germany, Iran, the United States, and Ireland. The fair is devoted to

Pop-ups and hand-cut releases by Jean-Charles Trebbi
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Salon Pages, Paris
books and editions. It also works with other centers in the UK and
abroad, setting up collaborative projects, publications, exhibitions
and events. It´s so international it actually has French publishers! I
found here people I had seen at the London Art Book Fair including
Antic-Ham and Francis van Maele, Batool Showghi, Otto Dettmer,
Mette-Sofie D. Ambeck.
At the SPF I saw many delightful works such as Gaëlle
Pelachaud’s distinctive pop-ups and tunnel books made from photographs; the abstract and rational books by Paolo Carraro, and the inventive system-book by Rachel Porcheret, A Story of a Journey. And
I finally bought Antic-Ham’s Chaussures de Paris, a book she made
from the drawings of shoes worn by people visiting the Marché de la
Poésie last June in Paris where we met for the first time!
The Salon Pages (26–28 November, Espace Charenton, Paris) is
subtitled “fair of contemporary bibliophily”. It is organized by the
association Page(s), created in 1996 by editors of contemporary bibliophily eager to reveal to a wider audience the richness and variety
of the creation of the original book for bibliophiles. Page(s) aims to
promote the artist’s book and contemporary illustrated book. The
works are signed, numbered and issued in limited edition, perpetuating the rich tradition of the bibliophily that can also move towards
the rich innovations and discoveries of new technologies.
And yes, it is exclusive and marvelous with very, very expensive
fine press books, almost all of them by French artists or by foreigners working in France. The exception was François Côté from Québec
and a French speaker. I saw wonderful things: all the work presented
by Shirley Sharoff, the hand-painted books by Diane de Bournazel at
Al Manar, the miniature books by Kimihito and Catherine Okuyama
from L’Atelier du Lierre. And I indulged myself with some hand-made,
hand-painted unique works (my own Christmas presents): the new
pop-ups and hand-cut releases by Jean-Charles Trebbi, dreamful
books in boxes by Frédérique Le Lous Delpech, the hand cut and
folded books by Dominique Pigeon, and self-jubilatory François
Gratelle (yes, he’s a vain man, but he’s right, he’s beautiful and a
great portraitist).
A very revealing presence at Salon Pages is the APPAR (Association pour la Promotion des Arts de la Reliure, Association for
the Advancement of the Art of Binding). It includes professional and
amateur bookbinders, and bookbinders’ friends (bibliophiles, booksellers, supporters). The main purpose of the association is to federate the best amateurs and top professionals in two distinct groups.
The group of friends complements the movement, bringing together
stakeholders of the book industry such as curators, bibliophiles,
booksellers, and publishers. You can imagine the quality, inventiveness, expertise of the works presented. I’m not a bookbinder lover,
but I’m not insensible to the richness and beauty spread out at APPAR’s booth.
ArtistBook International (17–18 December, Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris) has one important difference from all the others: book
sellers, mostly Italian, with all the major historical artist’s books,
from Ed Ruscha and Bruno Munari to Sol LeWitt and Michelangelo
Pistoletto. It was an ideal museum of the history of artists’ books but not an artist’s books fair. Although there were some artists, like
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Shirley Sharoff and François Gratelle, most vendors were publishers
of artists with many devoted to photography. There were, besides the
historical books, many compelling examples, like the beautiful collage books by Coco Franssac at Un livre - une image, or the portable
collection published by Éditions Peuplier: small artist’s books and
other plastic propositions contained in poplar boxes (11.4 x 7.2 x 3.1
cm), the series of 6 ranged in a kind of poplar pen box.
The organization ArtistBook International, the Association
Extrinsèque, does not have a proper website but does have good connections to the Parisian contemporary art scene. Although fifty-four
exhibitors from a dozen countries were announced—actually there
were around forty from 7 countries.
Two final remarks for the individual book collector:
Some book artists, both in London and Paris, told me that their
very high prices, as they recognize, are due to the fact that most
of their work is bought by libraries and other institutional entities
like the very active “médiathèques” here in France. For some reason
these public libraries that are repositories and access points for
print, audio, and visual materials in numerous formats, are very
keen on pop-ups and one-of-a-kind books. In some artists I even noticed a slight unwillingness to give away their work to an individual
rather than to one of these institutions that will register them in
their on-line catalogs, expose them and then publish them in the lavishly illustrated catalog of the exhibition. Don’t expect any sympathy
from them, above all, don’t expect a reduction of prices.
A problem that arose in these fairs, except in ArtistBook International, is payment. Most artists don’t accept credit cards. If you
don’t share a currency with them, it’s very difficult to make a bank
transfer or pay by check. Even if the currency is the same and you
want to make a bank transfer, you have to have your own internet
connection or have the trust of the artists that give you their books
against the promise of a future bank transfer (I’m very grateful to
all that allowed this with me!). At the London fairs I proposed to
the organization the installation of a common payment terminal in
order to allow buyers to pay these sometimes very expensive items
in a foreign currency. At Salon Pages this was done, but the (thus
described) “small fee” charged of 8% forced the artist and I to find
another solution that was only possible because we both live in
France and have French bank accounts.

PORTRAITS OF ARTISTS/PUBLISHERS
My life in Paris, and my trips to London, gave me the chance
to know “in flesh and bone” most of the artists that produce the
wonderful works that fulfil my life and my house. Many times I
discovered their work at Un Regard Moderne or strolling by other
bookshops, and then I meet them at small book fairs or other
events related to books that allow the personal acquaintance. That’s
precisely what happened with Philippe Huger and Venus d’Ailleurs,
whose work I follow in a very systematic way. Besides that, they are
very nice people and graciously answered JAB’s questions.
Philippe Huger
Philippe Huger or UG (in French the sound is the same, hugé)
created in the 1990s the mythic CBO Editions, publishing authors
as famous as Blexbolex, Romain Slocombe, Gary Panter, and Tom de
Pekin. From the year 2000, UG began to create the screen printed
pop-ups always mentioned when we talk about pop-ups in France
(and we talk a lot because it’s very fashionable). He claims to have
published the largest and the smallest pop-ups ever made. He’s
a “paper engineer” for the publishers Larousse and Les Grandes
Personnes; as well as a teacher and mentor to artists. He had a major
exhibition in Toulouse in the end of 2010.
UG by Himself
I have a diploma from the Duperré School of Applied Arts, and
spent some time at the School of Fine Arts in Paris in the 1990s. I
worked in publicity, I made illustration, rough drawing, storyboard.
I made cartoons and comics [En Chaleur, Le Grand Rêve Américain
(The Great American Dream)], and I kept an artistic practice that

Mot Images, PhilippeUG
left me puzzled—I was selling paintings but often repeating themes
(sales from dealers) or painting according to the color of the sofa!!!
In 1991 I became a “book artist” and kept painting. I turned to
the multiples as a way of dividing the price of the original work by
the number of copies. At the “hôpital éphémère” I met other artists
who introduced me to serigraphy in a very simple way. Serigraphy
has an activist, independent
side (political posters). Then
I imagined the books leaving
their usual framework [see De
Traviole (Crooked)] and then I
started to glue a piece, then 2,
then a whole ... to get the screen
printed pop-ups I make today.
What inspired me graphically is beyond any doubt the
frequent visits to the bookshop
Un Regard Moderne in Paris and
its selection of books outside
the box! Jacques Noël was my
foster father. I began as a collector of books or graphzines
—this “hobby” becoming quite
expensive, I began printing the
Pixomatic, PhilippeUG
books I wanted to buy, and so
my selection of artists was led
by my taste and my meetings, namely with Bruno Richard, who gave
me access to several cult graphic artists of the 1980s—Gary Panter,
Mark Beyer . . . in the line of RAW magazine published by Art Spiegelman and Françoise Mouly.
For 20 years I published many artists, approximately 200
books, 100 copies
each. I published artists such Blexbolex,
Sophie Dutertre,
Rocco, Anne Vanderlinden, and Thierry
Guitard. Because
all the work was
hand printed, I got
an eye at “reading”
the drawing, I saw
thousands of times
images passing by
my hands.
I stopped publishing practically
overnight, when
the pop-ups took
all my time! And I
decided to devote
my energy to my
personal production.
Novopolis, PhilippeUG
My modus operandi

has evolved a lot. Early on with the making of pop-ups I stuck bits of
paper together until it worked! After that I painted them. I learned in
an entirely intuitive, self-taught way.
Now, with the experience, I “think” the pop-ups, I do sketches
with colored pencils, I produce paper models with papers of different
colors, then I redraw everything on the computer, and print them
with serigraphy.
The time each book takes is highly variable, depending on the
size and complexity, it can take 1 year or 1 week.
My favorite themes (robots, architecture, etc.) are very much
due to technical issues. Because I cut the paper with a mechanical
cutter, I noticed quickly the similarity between cutting and vector
drawing. Furthermore the straight lines are very present in my work
—they give it a particular visual style not always in tune with the
sector of publishing for children..
My creativity is continuous as I always have 2 or 3 books being made at the same time, I do series (Doom1, Doom2, etc.). When
I print a book, like for a printmaker, the print is always a surprise. I
sometimes venture in changing colors, making last-minute changes,
and then I want to correct the defects or completely redo the book to
take it further!
Screen printing in the 1990s–2000s has enabled me to overcome the lack of pop-ups in the French edition. It has become a
preferred means of expression because there was also a very strong
link between the vector drawing and the use of india ink and film for
silkscreen. Self-publishing has advantages, I’m freed from editorial
constraints, and remain autonomous and independent. But this also
has its disadvantages: work that is aimed in large part at private collectors or libraries and there is a lack of wider visibility.
After Tobor, I continued to work with Brigitte Morel and Éditions des Grandes Personnes. We have a project for a pop-up to appear in September 2011, Drôles d’Oiseaux (Funny Birds).
I’m returning to more conventional children’s books while
trying to continue my efforts as a screen printer—I hope I still have
some strength after printing two books per year. I’m exploring more
plastic avenues (paper folding sculpture) that inspire me for my next
works. For spring 2011 I’m preparing La Stellation Du Polyèdre (The
Stellation Of The Polyhedron). I’m also developing a series of books
on colored paper. In 2011–2012 I hope to see flourish a series on
birds between the preparatory models and a different expression of
the current edition.
Venus d’Ailleurs
Venus d’Ailleurs is the couple Aurélie Aura and Y.A. Gil, both
in their early 30s. Their group is multigenerational and multidisciplinary. In 2006 they released the magazine Venus d’Ailleurs, 3 booklets kept together by a paper strap with poetry, literature, illustrations, and philosophy, in editions of 350 copies. The editions of Venus
d’Ailleurs have very small runs, sometimes 30 copies, duly preceded
by the “tirage de tête” with an original work. They live in Nîmes. Y. A.
Gil answered JAB’s questions.
What is your background?
Aurélie and I (Y. A. Gil) both studied at the School of Fine Arts
in Nîmes and we finished about 10 years ago. During my final year
of study, I received a scholarship to go to Italy and we went together
to discover the gardens of the 16th century and Mannerism. I am
particularly interested in Hypnerotomachia Poliphili (Poliphilo’s
Strife of Love in a Dream), an exceptional work of the Renaissance
which had served as a model for the landscapers of the 16th century
to create their gardens. It’s pretty funny because when I think about
the present, it was a book that led me to the garden and the gardens
have led me to books. For the all the rest, it’s hard to tell because 10
years is a bit short.
Why did you start? When did you start?
We started publishing about four years ago. One evening, I
made a small portfolio with my printer to offer to Aurélie. I called it
“Venus d’Ailleurs”—the pun was funny and evocative. Subsequently,
we decided to give that name to the magazine.
As outsiders, young, poor and being small town people, we had
great difficulty in showing our work. We felt isolated from the world
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from Guez Ricord to Yves Reynier will be published.
For the sketchbooks series, one will find Christian Gabriel / the
Guez Ricord, Michel Cadière but also Tino di Santolo, Estelle Brun,
Bruno Garrigues and myself. In the collection Orteluque, Charles
Dreyfus, Susan Mende, Benoit Pingeot. For the DVDs, The Phantom of
the Opera, movies by Juliane Barbe, Thomas Barrière.
For the rest—which is half of our annual production—we will
follow our feeling.

Venus d’Ailleurs, box for the magazines with an original drawing by YA Gil
of art because we are not trendy, and rather old-fashioned and kitsch
when compared to contemporary. We realized that we were not alone
in this situation and that it was not a problem due to where we lived
or to our generation. There were a lot of artists “from elsewhere,”
feeling like UFOs, aliens, residents of parallel worlds.
Our first idea was to open a place to show this artistic identity,
but we quickly realized all our money would mostly benefit banks
and estate agencies.
We love books and a magazine was a good way to exist. A portable museum. A Temporary Autonomous Zone.
How do you choose the artists you publish?
It is a story of meetings across life. We use the objective hazard.
After all it´s a story of elective affinities.
Concerning the way we work, we are neither a publisher nor a
collective of artists in the classic sense. Our wish is to bring together
“marginal” artists animated by the same state of mind, a taste for the
bizarre, the art of collage and magics. Our school of thought extends
from Mannerism to Surrealism, Dada to Fluxus and Symbolism to
Panic—from the common man at work to the eccentric billionaire
(Raymond Roussel)
Do you have a specific audience for your publications?
Our audience is not specific. There’s something for all tastes.
Initially the approach was quite popular and accessible. It still is
but for some time we have aroused the interest of a few collectors.
It sounds very specialized but neophytes who buy our books do not
raise the question of accessibility. Beauty speaks first.

Magazine No. 6 Argot & langue verte, Venus d’Ailleurs
How do you produce your publications?
Over the years we have become masters in the system. As I said
we are independent and the sales contribute to the longevity of our
actions.
What are your projects?
2012 is not the Apocalypse? No plans so far for us, except “lifting the veil” (etymology for apocalypsos . . . )
Venus d’ailleurs magazine continues with its two issues per
year. Kallibistris, an annual erotic magazine, will start from January
2011. In the collection Pallas Hotel, The Likelihood of the Law, letters
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Jacques Noël, Un Regard Moderne
Jacques Noël opened his book store Un Regard Moderne in the
mid-1980s. The son of a survivor of a Nazi concentration camp, he
says of himself, “I am the product of absolute evil. My father came
back from the death camps and only books could deliver me from
evil.”
For him, the
bookseller function
has always been
to serve individual
clients who had some
special requests, many
of them journalists and artists, like
Philippe UG, Pierre La
Police, Romain Slocombe, Pascal Doury
and Bruno Richard,
Allemane, Blexbolex.
Noël is one of the most
important supporters
of young, underground
comic illustrators from
around the world (yes,
I found some Portuguese OpuntiaBooks
there). Students from
France’s art schools
Jacques Noël, Un Regard Moderne
that bring him their
experiments in drawing
and printing, and a number of graphic artists began their careers
selling fanzines chez Jacques Noël. Being accepted at Un Regard
Moderne is like passing a selection board—if you’re in, you are an
artist in the book world.
Each time I go there (every two months, sometimes more often)
an increasing amount of books pile up in front of each other from
ground to ceiling. There is only room for two or three customers at
a time, and you have to get out on the street to pass each other. You
must, absolutely must, wait until Jacques has time for you, because
you know the books he kept aside just for you are behind the counter made of books, on piles of other books, only reachable by Jacques
standing on the pile of books he uses as a pedestal to survey and
control his realm. It´s an enchanted cavern made of books, a treasure
of underground graphics, surrealist books, limited small press
and artists’ books, revolutionary texts, mangas, bizarre literature,
obscure SF and fantasy, magic, erotica in most of its declinations,
thousands of fanzines, etc. I don’t like everything, of course, I’m there
for the very specific items Jacques keeps for me. But I marvel at the
variety of human imagination and skill piled around while I wait my
turn, browsing alien worlds in book spines disposed in all the positions you find in descriptive geometry.
Legend has it that he can guess what his customers want. It’s
true that he has a feeling for what his devoted customers are searching. And sometimes I hold a book while he says “You won’t like it,”
and he’s right. He says this is due to love, love for these people who
are passionate about something. Well, love is always the reason and
the answer.
Jacques Noël doesn’t use the internet and doesn’t have a website, but you’ll find a lot about him googling “jacques noel” plus “un
regard moderne.”

Un Regard Moderne

Alternative Press: http://www.alternativepress.org.uk/
Angoulême: http://www.bdangouleme.com/index.php?langue=en
ArtistBook International: http://artistbookinternational.com/ABImenuEN2010.htm
Arts et Métiers du Livre: http://www.art-metiers-du-livre.com/
Banal Pig Comics: http://www.banalpig.com/blog/
Batool Showghi: http://www.batoolshowghi.co.uk/
Boekie Woekie: http://www.xs4all.nl/~boewoe/
Carolyn Trant: http://carolyntrantparvenu.blogspot.com/
Catarina Figueiredo Cardoso: cat.f.cardoso@gmail.com
Chisato Tamabayashi: http://www.chisatotamabayashi.com/
Craoman: http://craoman.blogspot.com/
Dav Guedin: http://www.myspace.com/davguedin
Diane de Bournazel : http://www.editmanar.com/peintres/Bournazel.htm
Dmitry Sayenko: http://www.artist-sayenko.com/
Edition Les Grandes Personnes:
http://www.editionsdesgrandespersonnes.com/firstmenu.php
Éditions Al Manar: http://www.editmanar.com/
Editions Larousse: http://www.larousse.fr/infos/qui
Éditions Peuplier: http://www.editionspeuplier.com/
François Côté: http://www.livre-rare-book.com/c/b/Transatlantique
François Gratelle: http://francoisgratelle.free.fr/
Frédérique Le Lous Delpech : http://atelierdespetitspapiers.com/
Gaëlle Pelachaud: http://www.gaellepelachaud.fr/
Hors-Cadre[s]: http://www.poissonsoluble.com/main.html
Kaho Kojima: http://www.kahokojima.com/
Katherine Jones: http://www.katherine-jones.co.uk/pages/projects/high-light-bell.php
La Hune: http://www.fodors.com/world/europe/france/paris/review-137096.html
Le Dernier Cri: http://www.lederniercri.org/
Lea Tirmant: http://www.artpointfrance.org/Diffusion/lea-tirmant/page1.htm
London Art Book Fair: http://www.whitechapelgallery.org/exhibitions/the-london-art-book-fair
Lubok Verlag: http://www.lubok-books.com/index.htm
Marie-Noël Döby : http://lesdobys.free.fr/
Mette-Sofie D. Ambeck: http://www.mdd.dk/dd_designers_profile.asp?PK_profile=18143
Michail Molochnikov: http://www.popoffart.com/xydoj/26-molochnikov/GL-e.htm
Offprint: http://www.offprintparis.com/
Opuntia Books : http://opuntia-books.blogspot.com/
Otto Dettmer: http://www.ottobooks.co.uk/
Page(s)’s Association: http://www.pages-bibliophilie.eu/
Paolo Carraro: http://www.paolocarraro.com/
Passenger Press: http://passengerpress.blogspot.com/
Paul Johnson: http://www.vampandtramp.com/miniature/j/paul-johnson.html
Philippe UG: http://www.philippe-ug.fr/
Redfox Press: http://www.redfoxpress.com/
Roven: http://www.lespressesdureel.com/EN/magazine.php?id=114
Salon du Livre Animé : http://boutiquedulivreanime.blogspot.com/2010/11/3e-salon-du-livre-anime.html
Salon International du Livre Ancien :
http://www.salondulivreancienparis.fr/articles.php?lg=us
Salon Light : http://www.cneai.com/salon_light/
Salon Pages : http://www.pages-bibliophilie.eu/pagesphp/PAGES_AssoInc.php
Sara Ranchouse Publishing: http://www.sararanchouse.com/
Shirley Sharoff: http://shirleysharoff.free.fr/
Small Publishers Fair: http://www.rgap.co.uk/spf.php
Stripburger/Forum Ljubljana: http://www.stripburger.org/y_rele.htm
Tamara Ivanova: http://www.itamara.com/projekte.htm
Un Regard Moderne : 10 Rue Gît le Cœur 75006 Paris
Venus d’Ailleurs : http://venusdailleurs.over-blog.com/categorie-10335296.html
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